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Introduction 

The purpose of this document is to provide guidance to your firm on the process of 
implementing the SyncDirect module.   

This document is intended to give guidance on the key considerations and requirements, 
provoke questions and ideas, and ultimately to prepare your team for the Pre-Implementation 
planning and design meeting.   

At your Pre Implementation Meeting your Reckon Consultant will discuss in further detail the 
various components which comprise SyncDirect to determine the most appropriate scope and 
design requirements for the implementation to ensure a successful implementation project to 
best support your business outcomes. 

Glossary of Terms 

TYPE DESCRIPTION 

SyncDirect Reckon SyncDirect is a cloud enabled technology that enables Accounting 
Practices to use one process to automate direct data collection from a variety 
of client business applications ready for XPA. 

XPA Xcede Professional Accounting.  The General Ledger and Fixed Asset module 
within the Reckon APS suite of applications, used to produce financial 
statements.  

Bureau The cloud based repository that stores data that has been extracted from client 
business applications before it is then normalised and sent to XPA.  This is 
unique for each practice and is linked to the ledger licensing. 

Collection Method The manner in which a connection is made with the clients to collect data files. 
There are 4 methods: Browse; Cloud; Data Feed; Email 

Browse Collect a data file from a local machine or local network connection. 

Data Feed A permanent connection between the SyncDirect Console and the client 
application which allows for scheduled data transfers to occur automatically. 

Cloud Method used to extract data from Cloud based systems such as ReckonOne 
and Xero. 

Email An email from the accountant to the client via the SyncDirect Console 
requesting direct access to the accounting data file. Once approved the client 
completes a simple wizard to activate the data transfer.  

Ledgers An XPA Client Ledger containing details of the General Ledger, Asset Ledger, 
Stock and Livestock as well as other client specific Financial Reporting 
information. 

Master Chart An XPA template that contains a complete listing of the account codes used by 
a practice available for use in either a client ledger or entity template. 

Normalise Process whereby the accountant “maps” the client business application chart 
of accounts to the practice chart of accounts in the XPA ledger. 
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What is SyncDirect? 

SyncDirect is a cloud based technology which integrates with your existing Reckon APS suite of 
applications and will help you streamline your compliance process.   

Specifically, SyncDirect provides for the synchronisation of general ledger data between your 
client’s business accounting or cashbook application and the XPA ledger within your practice 
without the requirement to obtain a backup or extract file from the client’s business application. 

Businesses will always want choice when it comes to the business accounting or cashbook 
solution they use and the goal of having all of a firm’s clients on the same cloud accounting 
application and providing a “One Ledger” solution is a significant challenge.  Instead, 
establishing “One Process” which accommodates any applications clients may be using now 
and into the future provides the benefits of a single ledger while preserving flexibility and client 
choice. 

SyncDirect gives you ‘One Process’ – Feels like One Ledger – but 
without the ‘Friction’ 

 

 

 

SyncDirect reduces the ‘friction’ within the compliance process by providing a seamless client 
experience. Friction can best be described as the challenges accounting firms face in obtaining 
client data and preparing it for use in either their GL system of any other software they use. 
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What are the benefits of using SyncDirect? 

Existing Process Challenges and Inefficiencies to Solve 

For an Accounts Preparer, the existing process for sourcing client data for entry or import into 
XPA may face some (or all) of the following challenges: 

 Data must be requested from the client by the accountant as a data backup or data 
extract.  There is always a delay between requesting and receiving this data that may 
last for days which has a flow on effect to beginning the processing of a job.   

 

 The Client may not know how to backup or extract the relevant General Ledger 
information from their particular business accounting system.  If the data file is incorrect 
or incomplete the delay is magnified as the process is repeated. 

 

 The client may send a backup of their entire ledger to the accountant.  Often the 
methods for sending this data are completely insecure, creating risk and responsibility 
issues.  This method also creates a requirement for the accountant to restore the file 
before data can be extracted for import into XPA, which means the accountant must 
(know how to) install, upgrade and restore all of the different business accounting 
systems that are in use across the entire client base.  

 

 If the file was password protected, the accountant needs to record this information and 
trust that the client would advise if it was updated.  If not, more delays are created. 

 

 The client may be using a business application in “The Cloud” such as Reckon 
Accounts Hosted or ReckonOne.  Whilst the accountant can log in and review the client 
data directly, it was not previously possible to bring this data directly into XPA.  There 
was a requirement to extract a data file for import into XPA. 

 

 The client’s business application may use a different chart to XPA, so a mapping is 
always required during the import process.  However, mappings for each client were 
often unique.  The current XPA chart mapping tool does not have the ability to assist 
with the mapping by making a prediction based on previous mappings created. 

 

 Due to the inefficiency of this process it is difficult to justify repeating this process 
several times a year without incurring a significant time cost, despite the need for the 
accountant to deliver more regular value-added services to the client. 
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The Solution – Process Efficiency Using SyncDirect 

 

SyncDirect enables advisors to automate the gathering of client data from multiple client 
systems across multiple locations, normalise and aggregate the data to match your XPA Chart 
of Accounts structure, and then make that data available in XPA via a simple three step process 

Step 1: Data Capture 

Client data can now be uploaded directly from the client application into a secure data 
warehouse in “The Cloud”, and the accountant can then download the data directly into XPA 
when they are ready to begin processing the job via the SyncDirect Console.  This could be 
within minutes of requesting the client data. 

 

 Access to the client’s data can be requested via email, and then granted by the client 
when they have finished their data processing, bank reconciliations or month end 
activities.   

 Alternatively, a service can be established where the data is automatically uploaded on 
a recurring basis which eliminates the requirement for client intervention. 

 There is still option for using the existing process of requesting a manual data file from 
the client for import into XPA for those clients who may have limited internet access. 

Step 2: Normalise and Aggregate 

For business applications where the chart of accounts is different to the XPA chart a mapping is 
required to “normalise” the data into a format which XPA can recognise and post to the General 
Ledger. 

 Where a practice has already been using the XPA Chart Mapping Toolbox for data 
imports, existing mappings will be available in SyncDirect so this effort is not duplicated. 

 SyncDirect has the ability to predict/suggest XPA accounts during the mapping process.  
As more mappings are created in SyncDirect the more accurate the predictions 
become. 
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Step 3: Integrate the data 

Once the correct data period is selected, the data is then sent to the respective client XPA 
ledger and posted to the General Ledger. 

SyncDirect Components 

SyncDirect Console 

The SyncDirect Console is located inside the Reckon APS Practice Management Central 
Console and is designed to be used by Accountants to administer the collection of data from 
their Clients. It enables users to activate SyncDirect for client data collection, administer data 
feeds and collection methods, map client data to an XPA ledger and then import that data into 
XPA. 

Data Feeds and Collection Emails 

A Data Feed is a small software application that resides on your Clients’ PC or server and links 
your SyncDirect Console to their source accounting file.  This source file can be from a 
supported desktop or cloud accounting software environment, such as ReckonAccounts, 
ReckonOne, MYOB v19.X or Xero.  Other common ERP systems and custom data sources like 
Excel spreadsheets can also be mapped to XPA Ledgers. 

A Collection Email is transmitted by the Practice to the client and includes a link that installs the 
data feed software on their machine. A wizard then steps the client through the process of 
extracting their accounting data and returning it to you.  

Application Pre-requisites 

The following Reckon application pre-requisites must be met: 

 Reckon APS Practice Management version 9.1.4 

 Reckon APS XPA version  9.3 

The following software is required to be installed on the client’s computer to install the Data 
Feed.  If they are not present, the installer will prompt the user to install these as part of the 
process: 

 Windows Installer 3.1 

 .Net 4.0 

The following software is required to be installed on the advisor computer to install SyncDirect 
Console. If they are not present, the installer will prompt the user to install these as part of the 
process: 

 Windows Installer 3.1  

 .NET Framework 3.5 SP1  

 Microsoft Office 2007 Primary Interop Assemblies  

 Visual Studio Tools for the Office system 3.0 Runtime Service Pack 1 

If you intend to use the browse method for collecting from desktop systems, then all required 
desktop applications must be installed on the same workstation as APS software. 
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Installation Pre-requisites 

As SyncDirect is cloud enabled software, there are certain pre- installation requirements that 
need to be undertaken prior to enabling the software.  These are outlined in the SyncDirect 
Installation Guide.  

Proxy Settings 

To allow the SyncDirect Console and Data Feed software to operate successfully, proxy access 
via http (port 80) and https (port 443) is required to the locations.  
 
Note that any restrictions around SOAP, WCF, page headers, or page redirection also need to 
be altered.  
 
The following sites need to be added as Trusted Sites:  

 https://*.reckon.com  

 https://*.reckonone.com  

 https://*.myob.com  

 https://*.xero.com  

 https://*.intuit.com  

 https://*.syncdirect.com.au  

 private cloud URL if required*  
 
*only required if the client is using their own hosting.  
 

It is important to also note some proxies may contain rules that can affect the following:  

 Installation of the application and/or pre-requisites  

 SOAP or WCF calls restrictions (used by SyncDirect to communicate to the cloud)  

 Page redirection (used by Xero/MYOB to authenticate users)  

 Page headers (used by Xero/MYOB to authenticate users and for REST)  

 Oauth /Oauth2 authentication  
 

These rules will need to be investigated and/or changed in conjunction with your IT administrator.  
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Client Accounting Applications 

Collecting Data 

SyncDirect is designed to support ‘one process’ for collecting data from clients regardless of 
what Business Accounting Software they choose to run. SyncDirect supports collection of trial 
balance and transactional data from the following systems. 
 
Desktop Systems  

 MYOB AccountRight V18-19.X (all versions) 

 MYOB AccountRight 2012-14 (Desktop) 

 Reckon Accounts (Quickbooks) 2010-2014 (all versions) 
 
Cloud Systems 

 Reckon Accounts Hosted 2015.X 

 MYOB AccountRight Live 2015.X (Cloud) 

 Xero 

 
Other EPR 

 Exported Excel/CSV files (both Trial Balance and Journal Transactions methods 
supported) 

Note:  Adapters to support other systems will be available in the future. 

Collection Methods 

There are four collection methods available for you to collect client data that is held either locally 
by the Accountant, on the Clients desktop or in the cloud.  
 
These are; 
 

1. Browse – Browse for a data file held on the local machine or local network 
2. Cloud – Collect data from a system located in the cloud 
3. Data Feed – Setup a data feed from your clients desktop 
4. Email – Request data from your clients desktop via an email request 

Licensing 

All SyncDirect licensing is based on access to client data for a given subscription period. 
License Packs are purchase upfront and when a client is activated for SyncDirect a license is 
consumed for that subscription period. A subscription period is for 12 months. All Licenses will 
automatically renew for the following financial year. As new licences are purchased, the 
licensing console will automatically reflect these shortly after processing.   
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Frequently Asked Questions 

Installation & Configuration – Advisor side 

Q: What are the Firewall considerations, for both the accountant and the client? 

A: In order to function correctly, SyncDirect requires proxy access to certain websites. 
Please refer to page 6 of the Installation Guide for a list of these sites and the port numbers that 
will need to be opened. 

Q: What happens when there is a SyncDirect upgrade? 

A:  SyncDirect adapter upgrades will be applied automatically via the internet when 
available. 

Q: Will my existing XPA Chart Mapping Toolbox mappings be imported into the 
SyncDirect Console? 

A: Yes. Existing XPA mappings can be imported into the SyncDirect Console on a client 
by client basis by selecting the Import APS Mapping button.  This utility will reference the XPA 
ledger name to identify the appropriate mapping. 

Q: Can my users continue to use the Chart Mapping Toolbox within XPA once SyncDirect 
is installed? 

A: Yes. Both applications will be available and fully functional.  

Installation & Configuration – Business Owner side 

 Q: Does the accountant need to provide the client with software to install on their PC? 

A:  No software installation is required for Email or Cloud connections.  Where a Data 
Feed is used, a piece of software must be installed on the client’s PC. 

Q: Once my client has installed and configured the Data Feed software, what happens if 
there is an upgrade? 

A:  SyncDirect Data Feed software upgrades will be applied automatically via the 
internet. 

Q: My client is running two or more businesses from two or more client accounting 
systems.  Can I establish more than one Data Feed per client? 

A: Yes.  The advisor must configure this via the SyncDirect Console, and the client can 
then establish multiple Data Feed configurations within the Data Feed application. 
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Emails and Data Feeds 

Q: Which email applications are supported with SyncDirect for the sending of emails? 

A: Microsoft Outlook is currently the only supported platform.  Versions 2007, 2010 and 
2013 are supported. 

Q: Can you send a Data Feed to a client with a Cloud based application, such as Xero, to 
allow scheduled data feeds? 

A: Yes this is possible but is NOT recommended, as your clients’ Cloud system will 
generate an Access Key to grant SyncDirect access to the data. These keys are issued by the 
cloud system provider and will have varying validity ranging from 30 minutes up to 90 days from 
issue. The Data Feed will stop functioning after the key expires. Due to the uncertainty around 
key expiry, the preferred method is to have these keys issued on demand. We do not 
recommend using Data Feeds with Cloud applications. 

Q: Does the accountant need to know the client’s Business Software password to 
establish an Email or a Data Feed collection? 

A: No.  The client enters their password at their end, either when replying to an Email, 
or setting up the initial Data Feed application.  There is no requirement for the client to share 
their passwords with their accountant. 

Q: Are there any further privacy or data access concerns using Data Feeds and Emails? 

A: We believe that the Data Feed and Email access methods help improve the privacy 
of sensitive client data. Instead of providing a full backup copy of the accounting file, SyncDirect 
only provides the raw transactional data. Sensitive information including supplier lists, customer 
lists, employee tax and banking information and product details are not transmitted to the 
accountant using SyncDirect. 

Q: What happens if a Data Feed has been setup and scheduled on the Business Owner’s 
machine and at the scheduled time the PC is turned off, or the internet is not working, or 
there are any other connection issues? 

A: The Data Feed will send the required data the next time the PC and internet 
connection are available.  Also, the client can open the Data Feed and send an ad-hoc 
transmission at any time. 

Q: How large is the data file being transferred?   

A: The data is only text based and is not a backup of the entire client file.  This ensures 
the file size is minimal.  Average transaction files will be less than 50Mb in size. 

Q: Can the recipient of a collection email (client) forward this onto another staff member 
to action? 

A: Yes, provided that the staff member allocated has user name and password access 
to the Client accounting system, and knows the location of the requested data file.  

Q: How long does a collection Email remain live for?   

A: The link within an email remains active for 30 days from issue.  If a client attempts to 
use an expired link, a message will prompt the user that the link has expired once the upload 
process attempts to connect to SyncDirect. 
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Q: What happens if my client creates new accounts in their client accounting application 
after I have setup the mapping within the SyncDirect Console? 

A: Prior to the data import into XPA the user will be notified that transactions or 
balances exist for unmapped accounts and will then be prompted to map these outstanding 
accounts. 

XPA 

Q: Can I import a full year of transactional data into a periodic XPA ledger? 

A: Yes.  Transactions will be allocated to the correct month based on their date. 

Q: Can I import comparative data from SyncDirect into an XPA ledger which is in the 
current year? 

A: No.  The standard XPA data entry and import rules apply, where comparative periods 
are closed and locked during Balance Forward. 

Q: Can transactional data be imported into XPA if it is out of balance? 

A: No.  When the data is uploaded into SyncDirect a filed advised that the data is out of 
balance and the amount.  Out of balance data cannot be imported into XPA and must therefore 
be corrected on the client accounting software and re-uploaded.  Note that there is a 5c 
tolerance within SyncDirect to allow for rounding variances. 

Q: What happens if I try to import data that is outside of the XPA periods, being the 
current year and year of grace? 

A: The user will be notified of this issue before any data is imported into XPA. 

Q: IS there any special requirements for the XPA files prior to using SyncDirect? 

A: Yes.  XPA Files cannot be compressed and must be password free. They will also 
need to be linked to the client in the central console. For more information about linking XPA 

Ledger to clients, please refer to KB #2109. 

Licencing 

Q: What happens if a client is accidentally activated in SyncDirect? 

A:  SyncDirect can only be ‘deactivated’ if there has been no data collected for that 
client. The allocated license will then be released for use on another client in the same 
subscription period. A licence is only considered as used when data starts to flow into 
SyncDirect. The client can be ‘deactivated’ and or reactivated in the current subscription period 
at no additional license cost. 

Q: What happens if we no longer require data collection for a particular client? 

A:  If data collection is no longer required, the data feed can be terminated and the 
client ‘deactivated’. However, if any data was received, the licence will be considered used and 
is no longer available in the current subscription period. 

 

https://myaps.aps-advance.com/vsm_prod/ServiceManager.aspx?Lite&Form=KnowledgeSearchCriteria&DATABASE=VSMProd&NOAUTH=&JAVA_FLAG=1&PORTAL=&HTML_TYPE=LITE&ARTICLE_REF=2109&FromExternal=1
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Email Templates 

The system uses outlook OFT files to produce the Data Feed and collection Emails. The OFT 
file can be edited as desired. Keywords that can be used can be put into square brackets []. The 
key words that can be used are: 

Name  Notes  

datatype The type of data to collect 

dataperiod The period of data to collect 

link The link to start the bird 

company The client’s Sort Name from Central Console 

Name The client’s First Name from Central Console 
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Pre-Implementation Checklist 

 Confirmed Database Versions 
 PM 
 XPA 

 
 Check Proxy Settings 

 
 XPA file prep 

 Uncompressed 
 Linked 

 
 Collection of Email addresses for new SyncDirect Email address (if applicable) 

 
 Communicate with Clients about data access and Privacy 

 
Completed by: 
 

 
 

Name 
Date 

 


